Guide for Field Mentoring Process

Worker’s Name ____________________________

Client’s Name ____________________________

1. Is the client clear that this is a field mentoring session and that your supervisor is there with you to practice using a tool, skill, or particular method?

2. What does the client understand their benefit will be by participating in the field mentoring session?

3. Is there anything your supervisor should know about the client or things you have tried recently with the client?

4. What would you like to see accomplished by the end of the field mentoring session? (Describe a visible outcome as result of the intervention used? (E.g. A passion statement will be identified that I can use to start a Recovery Goal Worksheet, multiple new skills and talents will be added to the Strengths Assessment, the client and I will have multiple steps written on the Recovery Goal Worksheet for our next couple meetings, I will have a better understanding of the client’s decision making around pursuing a particular goal, etc.)
Discussion after the field mentoring session

1. Was the outcome you anticipated achieved as a result of the intervention used during the field mentoring session?

2. What strategies did you think were most helpful to achieve the outcome?

3. What did you learn from the field mentoring session?

4. What will be your next steps be with the client who participated in the field mentoring session?